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The day after losing his job, Ricky 
suffered a catastrophic stroke 
aged just 38. Unconscious, he was 
wheeled into hospital with girlfriend 
Beth by his side. This is the story of 
their love, his recovery and their 
return home.
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Ricky Monahan Brown

STROKE 

‘An inspirational story...  
told with both sadness  

and humour.’ 
Professor sir Kenneth Calman

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 256 pages

Author location: Edinburgh

Pub date: 22/01/2019

ISBN: 9781912240449

RRP: £7.99

Non-fiction

‘No memoir about a major neurological injury should be this funny.’  
Kaite Welsh

Ricky Monahan Brown suffered a massive haemorrhagic 
stroke in 2012. Doctors gave him a one-in-twenty chance of a 
good outcome, where a 'good outcome' would be surviving 
in a non-vegetative, non-plegic state. During recovery, Ricky 
realised he had stories to tell – these have subsequently 
been published in books, magazines, and newspapers.



For twenty-five years, the legendary 
Marthe has been Pierre Bonnard’s 
companion and muse. His new 
model Renée, lovely and captivating, 
thinks it’s time her rival stepped 
aside. But Marthe won’t give up her 
place in history without a fight. An 
artist may have many models but 
there can be only one muse.
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Lynn Bushell

PAINTED LADIES

Paris 1917.  
One artist.  

Two mistresses.  
One muse.

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 288 pages

Author location: Suffolk

Pub date: 05/02/2019

ISBN: 9781912240487

RRP: £7.99

Historical Fiction

'A beautifully written and compelling story of beauty, art and rivalry.' 
Beezy Marsh

Lynn Bushell is an artist and award-winning journalist who 
studied Art History and Philosophy, followed by Fine Art 
in Edinburgh.  She spent three years as a features editor 
on Vanity Fair magazine and two years as researcher to the 
biographer Michael Holroyd. She contributes articles to Art 
Review, The Guardian and The Observer.



Escaping failure as an undergraduate 
and a daughter, not to mention bleak 
1970s England, Martha marries Kit – 
who is gay. Having a wife could keep 
him safe in Moscow in his diplomatic 
post. As Martha tries to understand 
her new life and makes the wrong 
friends, she walks straight into an 
underground world of counter-
espionage. Out of her depth, Martha 
no longer knows who can be trusted.
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Sarah Armstrong

THE WOLVES OF  
LENINSKY PROSPEKT

‘A mesmerising, 
evocative novel in which 

characterisation and narrative 
tension are in perfect balance.’ 

Barry forshaw

Demy Hardback 216 x 135 / 304 pages

Author location: Essex

Pub date: 07/02/2019

ISBN: 9781912240463

RRP: £12.99

Fiction

‘Smart, acerbic, thought provoking.’ 
elizaBeth haynes

Sarah Armstrong is the author of The Insect Rosary and The 
Devil in the Snow. Her short stories have been published in 
magazines and anthologies, and she teaches undergraduate 
and postgraduate creative writing with the Open University. 
Sarah lives in Colchester with her husband and four children.

© Claire Armstrong



ALSO BY SARAH ARMSTRONG

THE INSECT ROSARY
ISBN: 9781910124321   RRP: £8.99

All families have secrets, but Bernadette’s are more 
dangerous than most. On holiday in Northern Ireland 
in 1982, she and her older sister discover their family 
is involved with disappearances and murder. Thirty 
years later Nancy makes a disastrous return to the farm 
with her own family. The events of the past gradually 
and menacingly reveal why those sisters have not 
spoken to each other since that last disturbing summer 
together.

‘An atmospheric, cleverly written exploration of the 
intensity of sibling relationships.’

ElizabEth haynEs

THE DEVIL IN THE SNOW
ISBN: 9781910985540   RRP: £8.99

All Shona wants is a simple life with her children, and 
to be free of Maynard, the ex still living in the house. 
When her teenage daughter goes missing, she’s certain 
Maynard is the culprit. Her mother is no help as she’s 
too obsessed with the devil. Uncle Jimmy is fresh out 
of prison and has never been entirely straight with her. 
Then there’s the shaman living in her shed. Shona soon 
discovers that the secrets she buried are as dangerous as 
the family curse.

‘Intriguing and compelling... 
Told with the most sensitive of brush strokes.' 

liz trEnow, nEw york timEs bEstsElling author



The Mountains Are Calling is the 
exhilarating story of the runners 
who go to high places. Jonny Muir 
explores the history and culture of 
the sport, and meets the legends of 
hill running who are revered for their 
extraordinary endurance.

As he discovers the insatiable lure of 
the hills, he is drawn to the supreme 
test of mountain running: Ramsay’s 
Round – a continuous loop of 24 of 
Scotland's highest mountains, to be 
completed within 24 hours.
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Jonny Muir

THE MOUNTAINS ARE CALLING 
Running in the High Places of Scotland

‘Simply inspirational.’ 
UndisCovered sCotland

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 384 pages

Author location: Edinburgh

Pub date: 12/02/2019

ISBN: 9781912240630 

RRP: £9.99

Non-fiction

LONGLISTED FOR THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR

Jonny Muir is an adventurer, runner, writer and proponent of 
UK-inspired travel. Born in Birmingham in 1981, he grew up 
and was educated in north Worcestershire, before studying 
history at the University of Exeter. Jonny visited the UK’s 91 
historic county tops in a continuous 5000-mile cycling and 
walking adventure over a three-month period in 2006.



‘An excellent book... One man’s physical and emotional journey,  
laced with humour.’  love scottish islands Blog

ALSO BY JONNY MUIR

ISLES AT THE EDGE OF THE SEA
ISBN: 9781905207619   RRP: £8.99

Off the western seaboard of Scotland are hundreds 
of islands. Beginning on Arran, Jonny Muir sets out to 
explore these places with a single ambition: to reach 
the St Kilda archipelago, the islands at the edge of 
the world. On the way he attempts to finds his inner 
peace on Holy Island, takes part in a punishing foot 
race across the mountains of Jura, confronts the 
Inaccessible Pinnacle on Skye and walks the white-
sand beach on Berneray.

He encounters sharks and whales, discovers gory 
histories and follows in the footsteps of Boswell and 
Johnson, but island life is not without its challenges.  
An intensely personal account of a journey through 
some of Britain’s most extraordinary landscapes.

‘A wonderful, inspiring book…’
undiscovErEd scotland



Longlisted for the  
Man Booker Prize 2013

19 year-old Chani lives in the ultra-
orthodox Jewish community of 
North West London. She has never 
had physical contact with a man, 
but is bound to marry a stranger. 
The rabbi’s wife teaches her what it 
means to be a Jewish wife, but Rivka 
has her own questions to answer. 
Soon buried secrets, fear and sexual 
desire bubble to the surface in a 
story of liberation and choice; not 
to mention what happens on the 
wedding night…
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Eve Harris

THE MARRYING OF 
CHANI KAUFMAN 

‘Harris writes of this closed 
world with knowledge and 
understanding, and highly 
observant, slightly acidic 

humour.'  the times

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 384 pages

Author location: London

Pub date: 14/02/2019

ISBN: 9781912240418

RRP: £8.99

Fiction

'Harris’s eye for suburban social mores is wickedly acute' 
the guardian

Eve Harris was born to Israeli-Polish parents in Chiswick, West 
London. She has worked as a teacher in London and Tel Aviv, 
and her time at an all girls’ ultra-Orthodox Jewish school in 
North West London inspired this book.



Bobbie Darbyshire is the author of three previous novels, 
Truth Games, Love, Revenge & Buttered Scones, and OZ. She 
won the 2008 fiction prize at the National Academy of 
Writing and the New Delta Review Creative Nonfiction 
Prize 2010.

When Harry Whittaker, much 
loved star of stage and screen, dies 
suddenly of a heart attack, he finds 
himself still in this world. Trapped in 
a bizarre afterlife, he struggles to free 
himself.

Meanwhile, his estranged son 
Richard is also trying to escape – 
from his failing café, his dotty mother 
and the wrong girlfriend. Perhaps 
what they all need is a guardian 
angel.
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Bobbie Darbyshire

THE POSTHUMOUS ADVENTURES 
OF HARRY WHITTAKER

The first task is caring.

Only then comes letting go.

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 288 pages

Author location: London

Pub date: 21/03/2019

ISBN: 9781912240500

RRP: £7.99

Fiction

'A writer with consierable wisdom about how humans interact...'  
PhiliP Whiteley



Edinburgh is in the grip of a deadly flu 
pandemic. One Friday, three key civil 
servants working on Virus policy hold 
a secret meeting at the Museum of 
Plagues and Pandemics.  By Monday, 
two are dead and one is missing.

Mona, Bernard, and their colleagues 
at the North Edinburgh Health 
Enforcement Team set out to 
find the missing bureaucrat, their 
investigation bedevilled by political 
interference. The Museum has a few 
deadly secrets of its own.  But not to 
worry – Bernard is a card-carrying 
Museum member.
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Lesley Kelly

DEATH AT THE PLAGUE MUSEUM
Health of Strangers Thriller #3

‘The characters are brilliant. 
Their dialogue is spot on and 

the relationship between 
Bernard and Mona is great.  

A truly fantastic read!’  
the Crime warP

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 352 pages

Author location: Edinburgh

Pub date: 18/04/2019

ISBN: 9781912240524

RRP: £7.99

Crime Fiction

THE NORTH EDINBURGH HEALTH ENFORCEMENT TEAM IS BACK!

Lesley Kelly has worked in the public and voluntary sectors 
for the past twenty years, dabbling in poetry and stand-up 
comedy along the way. Her debut novel, A Fine House in 
Trinity was long-listed for the William McIlvanney award in 
2016. She can be followed on Twitter @lkauthor where she 
post lively tweets about her novels and lots of other topics.



ALSO BY LESLEY KELLY

THE HEALTH OF STRANGERS 
Health of Strangers Thriller #1 

ISBN: 9781910985663   RRP: £8.99

Nobody likes the North Edinburgh Health 
Enforcement Team, least of all the people who work 
for it. An uneasy mix of seconded Police and health 
service staff, Mona, Bernard and their colleagues 
are on the front line in the battle against the Virus, a 
deadly disease that’s on the rise.

A FINE HOUSE IN TRINITY
ISBN: 9781910124956   RRP: £8.99

Joseph Staines left town with a stolen tallybook, but 
two suspicious deaths and a surprise inheritance 
have lured him back home to Edinburgh. No-one 
is pleased to see him. The debtors want him gone. 
The Police have some questions for him. And a 
mysterious stranger has been asking about him in 
the pub. To survive, Staines has to sober up, solve the 
murders, and stay one step ahead.

SONGS BY DEAD GIRLS  
Health of Strangers Thriller #2 

ISBN: 9781912240081   RRP: £8.99

A deadly Virus. A missing academic with a head full 
of state secrets. A prostitute on the run. And a drug 
baron who needs a favour. 

All in a day’s work for the North Edinburgh Health 
Enforcement Team. 



The Easternmost House describes a 
year of life at the easternmost edge 
of England, in all weathers. It is a 
meditation on nature, on coastal 
erosion, and the changing seasons. 
It evokes the beauty, usefulness and 
erratic terror of the natural world, 
and explores how we can best 
preserve rural ways and livelihoods 
in rapidly changing times.
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Juliet Blaxland

THE EASTERNMOST 
HOUSE

‘Destined to be a 21st century 
classic. Just brilliant’ 

John lewis-stemPel

B format PBK with French flaps / 208 pages

Author location: Suffolk

Pub date: 25/04/2019

ISBN: 9781912240548

RRP: £9.99

Non-fiction

Lead non-fiction, Spring 2019

Juliet Blaxland is an architect, author, cartoonist and  
illustrator. She grew up in a remote part of Suffolk and now 
lives on a crumbling cliff at the easternmost edge of England. 
She is the author and illustrator of twelve children’s books.  
Her cartoon series, Life in a Listed Building, was published in 
the Prince of Wales’s architecture magazine Perspectives and 
won a prize at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.





Berlin 1932. When a drowned man 
is found in a freight elevator in the 
giant pleasure palace on Potsdamer 
Platz, Inspector Gereon Rath is called 
in. His hunt for a mysterious contract 
killer has stalled, and his on-off lover, 
Charlotte Ritter, has just begun her 
probationary year with Berlin CID. 
And this corpse could be part of a 
series of murders whose trail leads 
eastwards to the Polish border - and 
beyond.
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Volker Kutscher

THE FATHERLAND FILES
Gereon Rath Mystery #4

‘Gripping thrillers set against a 
wonderfully evoked background 
of Germany in the dying days of 

the Weimar Republic.’ 
the new eUroPean

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 540 pages

Author location: Germany

Pub date: 09/05/2019

ISBN: 9781912240562

RRP: £8.99

Crime Fiction

‘‘Splendid and chilling... This is as good as Philip Kerr’s Bernie Gunther 
series.’ criMe tiMe

Volker Kutscher was born in 1962 in Lindlar, West Germany. 
He is the author of the enormously successful Gereon Rath 
crime series which, in addition to compelling narrative, is 
notable for its scrupulous accuracy on Germany in the years 
leading up to the approach of the Second World War.

© Monika Sandel



ALSO BY VOLKER KUTSCHER

BABYLON BERLIN
Gereon Rath Mystery #1 

ISBN: 9781910124970   RRP: £8.99

Berlin 1929. After inadvertently killing a man, Detective 
Inspector Rath finds himself transferred to the Vice Squad 
in Berlin, a job he detests. As Berlin descends into a state 
of emergency, Rath and police stenographer Charlotte 
Ritter become entangled in a communist conspiracy over 
White Russian gold.

GOLDSTEIN
Gereon Rath Mystery #3 

ISBN: 9781912240128   RRP: £8.99

Berlin 1931. As American gangster Abraham 
Goldstein takes up residence at the Hotel Excelsior, 
a power struggle has broken out in Berlin’s 
underworld. The city is divided, and two worlds are 
about to collide: the world of the American gangster 
and the expanding world of Nazism.

THE SILENT DEATH  
Gereon Rath Mystery #2 

ISBN: 9781910985649    RRP: £8.99

Berlin 1930. Sound film is conquering the big screen, 
leaving many by the wayside – particularly silent 
film stars. Investigating the violent death of actress 
Betty Winter, Inspector Rath becomes trapped in the 
machinations of rival film producers. When his father 
requests that he help a friend, and his ex-girlfriend 
Charly reaches out, things start to get out of hand.



Maybe the worst thing hadn’t 
happened yet. You couldn’t know the 
awful things lined up in the future, 
looming.

The last thing Frances wants 
is a phone call from Alec, the 
husband who left her for her sister 
thirteen years ago. But Susan has 
disappeared, abandoning Alec and 
her daughter Kate, a surly teenager 
with an explosive secret. Reluctantly, 
Frances is drawn into her sister’s 
turbulent life.
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Moira Forsyth

TELL ME WHERE YOU ARE

‘Sensitively written… contains 
keen characterisation and a 

strong awareness of the problems 
facing women today.’  
sCottish review of BooKs

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 352 pages

Author location: Highland Scotland

Pub date: 15/05/2019

ISBN: 9781912240609

RRP: £7.99

Fiction

‘Moira Forsyth writes with warmth and sensitivity.’  the tiMes

Moira Forsyth is the author of five novels, the first two 
published by Hodder. The most recent is A Message from the 
Other Side. She is Editorial Director of Sandstone Press and 
has edited many works of fiction and non-fiction, several of 
them listed for or winners of awards.



ALSO BY MOIRA FORSYTH

A MESSAGE FROM THE 
OTHER SIDE

ISBN: 9781910985731   RRP: £8.99

The dead are never far away

Catherine knows that the face she glimpsed in a 
crowd can’t be her dear friend Hugh because he’s 
dead. Kenneth is more concerned about someone 
who might still turn up one day, while Helen hopes 
that Joe, who certainly isn’t dead, will come back.

All three are waiting for the message that will free 
them.

‘Suspenseful and intriguing.’
JanE rogErs

THE TREACLE WELL
ISBN: 9781910124277   RRP: £8.99

Daniel and Caroline are twins, so close they can’t be 
separated until a dramatic accident divides them from 
each other and the cousins who adore them. From 
childhood to uneasy middle age, the loss of the twins 
stirs currents of insecurity and restlessness in this close 
family, and conceals a secret only one person can 
uncover.

‘A captivating exploration of the inner workings of an 
ordinary Scottish family and the consequences of a 

devastating tragedy.' 
thE PrEss & Journal



Tom is an Asian puppy, destined to 
be dinner. Instead, an Irish couple 
rescue him from a street vendor and 
take him into their care. Together 
they embark on a whirlwind tour 
through Vietnam, Nepal and 
Cambodia, thwarting street dogs and 
customs officials along the way. But 
can the three of them truly become 
a family?
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Moir O'Sullivan

THE HOUND FROM HANOI

Every dog needs a 
 loving, stable home. 

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 288 pages

Author location: Co Down, Northern Ireland

Pub date: 23/05/2019

ISBN: 9781912240586

RRP: £7.99

Non-fiction

Author of William Hill Sports Book of the Year  
Longlisted Bump, Bike & Baby

Moire O’Sullivan is an accomplished mountain runner and 
adventure racer. She is married to Pete and is the proud 
mother of two young sons, Aran and Cahal. 



‘Fun and light-hearted.’ liz yelling

ALSO BY MOIRE O'SULLIVAN

BUMP, BIKE & BABY
ISBN: 9781912240067   RRP: £8.99

Moire O’Sullivan is a carefree mountain runner with 
zero interest in children. Unfortunately, she promised 
her husband they’ll start a family. 

Can Moire maintain her sanity when faced with baby 
massage classes and travel-buggy systems? Can 
she win Ireland’s National Adventure Race Series 
and still learn to become a loving (and occasionally 
functioning) mum?

'Honest, humorous and insightful.’
sonia o'sullivan



The definitive biography of the 
major novelist, feminist, socialist, 
and campaigner for sexual and other 
freedom.

Naomi Mitchison was born towards 
the end of the nineteenth century 
and grew into an era of change, 
political, social and sexual. All of 
these she embraced and influenced 
in the course of her long life. 
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Jenni Calder

THE BURNING GLASS
The Life of Naomi Mitchison

Previous editition called  
'A splendid book' by  

The Spectator

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 400 pages

Author location: Edinburgh

Pub date: 13/06/2019

ISBN: 9781912240661

RRP: £9.99

Non-fiction

Foreword by Ajay Close

Jenni Calder is the author of many books, including 
biographies of Sir Walter Scott, Robert Louis Stevenson and 
George Orwell. She lives in Edinburgh. Formerly head of 
National Museums of Scotland Publishing, she has lectured 
in Europe and the United States.



David Wharton grew up in Northumberland and lives in 
Leicester, where he has worked in education for many years. 
He now divides his time between writing fiction and training 
English teachers. Finer Things is his first novel.

London: 1963. The lives of a 
professional shoplifter and a young 
art student collide. Delia needs to 
atone for a terrible mistake; Tess is 
desperate to convince herself she 
really is an artist. Tess’s relationship 
with her gay best friend grows 
unexpectedly complicated, and Delia 
falls for a man she’s been paid to 
betray.

Elsewhere in London, the Krays are 
on the rise and a gang war is in the 
offing. 
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David Wharton

FINER THINGS

I think artists and criminals are 
similar in a lot of ways. Especially 

successful ones, like you.

B Format PBK 198 x 128 / 304 pages

Author location: Leicester

Pub date: 27/06/2019

ISBN: 9781912240685

RRP: £7.99

Fiction

Lead debut fiction, Spring 2019



CAIRNGORM JOHN  
John Allen

ISBN 9781905207572     RRP: 8.99

‘A fascinating account of a  
man of great humility and 

remarkable courage.’ 
anniE brown

THE SUNLIT 
SUMMIT

Robin Lloyd-Jones
ISBN 9781910124185      RRP: £9.99

‘There need never be another 
account of Murray’s life.’ 

robErt macfarlanE

CLASSIC OUTDOOR TITLES

DOWNHILL FROM 
HERE  

Gavin Boyter
ISBN 9781910985625      RRP: £9.99

‘Real triumph, written with wit  
and personal depth.’ 

sunday mail

ALONG THE DIVIDE 
Chris Townsend

ISBN 9781912240227      RRP: £9.99

‘Treads that skilful line  
between serious, important 

landscape writing and a 
damned good tale.’ 

alEx roddiE, tgo magazinE

RUNNING HARD 
Steve Chilton

ISBN 9781910985946      RRP: £9.99

‘This is a fine account of their 
fierce, but friendly, rivalry.’ 

books cumbria

AROUND THE 
COAST IN EIGHTY 

WAVES 
Jonathan Bennet

ISBN 9781910124888      RRP: £8.99

‘A warm and honest account of  
the cold, wet challenges of the 

surfers’ path.’ 
chris nElson

THE ADVENTURE 
GAME

Keith Partridge
ISBN 9781910124314   RRP:£24.99

‘Frightening and beautiful.’ 
libby PurvEs, bbc radio 4 

midwEEk

THERE'S ALWAYS 
THE HILLS 

Cameron McNeish

ISBN: 9781912240623      RRP: £9.99

‘A vivid travelogue through  
the breathtaking vistas,  

towering peaks and rugged 
islands of Scotland.’  

bbc countryfilE magazinE



BESTSELLING MEMOIRS AND BIOGRAPHIES

JOSEPHINE TEY:  
A LIFE 

Jennifer Morag  
Henderson

ISBN 9781910985373     RRP: £9.99

‘The life of one of the great  
golden age crime writers is  

granted a forensic examination  
in Josephine Tey.’  

thE indEPEndEnt

THE ELECTRIC 
WOMAN 

Tessa Fontaine

ISBN  9781912240203     RRP: £8.99

‘The quiet beauty of this  
book lies in its ordinary, 

enigmatic human feats of 
interpersonal connection.’  

thE nEw york timEs

MISTRESS AND  
COMMANDER 

Amelia Dalton
ISBN 9781910985175     RRP: £8.99

‘Exuberant, heart-warming and 
inspiring, a captivating read.’  

lEE durrEll

A BROKEN  
HALLELUJAH 

Liel Leibovitz

ISBN 9781910124673     RRP: £8.99

‘Provokes thought and emotion  
on every page.’  

richard holloway

THE GUY FAE THE 
CORRIES

Ronnie Browne
ISBN 9781910985069      RRP: £9.99

‘One of the most significant 
voices in 20th century Scottish 

folk music.’ 
thE national

18 BOOKSHOPS  
Anne Scott

ISBN 9781905207718     RRP: £11.99

‘An indispensable guide to 
bookshops lost and living’  

northwords now

THE RESTLESS WAVE 
Helen Bellany

ISBN 9781912240029      RRP: £19.99

‘Immediate,  
full of emotion.' 

thE scottish rEviEw of books

THE ENGLISH  
DAUGHTER 
Maggie Wadey

ISBN 9781910985137     RRP: £8.99

‘A luminous act of love  
and memory.’  
marina warnEr



BESTSELLING NON FICTION

RUN LIKE DUCK  
Mark Atkinson

ISBN 9781912240319      RRP: £9.99

‘Witty, funny and informative.’  
dr margot wElls

DANIEL DEFOE’S 
RAILWAY JOURNEY

Stuart Campbell 
ISBN 9781910985700     RRP: £8.99

‘A fascinating insight into  
the lives of ordinary - and  

not-so-ordinary - travellers.’  
thE sunday Post

CHINA IN DRAG 
Michael Bristow

isbn 9781910985908     rrP: £8.99

‘A finely observed tale of  
one man and modern China. 

Fascinating and lovely.’ 
mishal husain

THE GREAT 
HORIZON

Jo Woolf

ISBN 9781910985885      RRP: £24.99

‘A thoroughly  
worthwhile book…’ 
undiscovErEd scotland

JANE AND DOROTHY  
Marian Veevers

ISBN 9781910985779     RRP: £17.99

‘An unusual but  
interesting account.’  

thE bookbag

A SOLDIER’S  
BEST FRIEND

Stephen Paul Stewart 
ISBN 9781910124574     RRP: £9.99

‘A harrowing, moving and 
engrossing read’ 

niall Edworthy, author of  
main battlE tank

THE TAILOR OF  
INVERNESS 
Matthew Zajac

ISBN 9781908737458       RRP: £8.99

‘Mesmerising and lyrical.’ 
anniE brown, sunday mail

GREENPEACE 
CAPTAIN

Peter Willcox

ISBN 9781910985526     RRP: £9.99

‘There is warmth and 
excitement in Peter Willcox’s 

thrilling account of his 
adventures.’  

gracE o’sullivan, irish 
EnvironmEntalist and grEEn Party 

sEnator



BESTSELLING SCOTTISH TITLES

THE MAKING OF  
MICKEY BELL 
Kellan MacInnes

ISBN 9781910985274      RRP: £8.99

‘A triumphant journey  
of discovery.’ 
alEx roddiE

UPBEAT 
Paul MacAlindin

ISBN 9781912240012      RRP: £9.99
‘Be prepared to laugh, cry and 

discover music's power to create 
harmony out of chaos.’ 

Julian lloyd wEbbEr

THE PASSION OF  
HARRY BINGO   

Peter Ross
ISBN 9781910985816       RRP: £8.99

‘Funny, warm, humane  
and perceptive.’ 

william mcilvannEy

THE BLIND MAN  
OF HOY 
Red Szell

ISBN 9781910124222      RRP: £8.99

‘An inspiring and engrossing  
tale of triumph over adversity.’ 

thE booksEllEr

THE WHISKY  
DICTIONARY 
Iain Hector Ross 

ISBN 9781910985922     RRP: £14.99

‘A wonderful work of reference  
that should be on the 

Christmas list of anyone who 
has someone in their life 

who loves whisky.’ 
undiscovErEd scotland

THE SECRET  
LIFE OF THE  

MOUNTAIN HARE 
Andy Howard

ISBN 9781912240272     
RRP: £24.99

‘Andy Howard’s vivid  
images brilliantly capture  

this elusive animal’ 
thE daily mail

THE KERRACHER 
MAN 

Eric MacLeod
ISBN 9781908737786       RRP: £8.99

‘A tale of storm, disaster  
and triumph.’  

John listEr-kayE

CROCODILE
Daniel Shand

ISBN 9781912240371     RRP: £8.99

‘Compelling and unsettling.’  
 hElEn sEdgwick



BESTSELLING CRIME & THRILLERS 

DREGS 
Jorn Lier Horst

ISBN 9781905207671      RRP: £8.99

‘Horst is an intelligent and  
often poetic writer.’  
crimE fiction lovEr

THE COST OF LIVING 
Rachel Ward
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